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Abstract—With the development of embedded sensors in
smartphones and the ever-growing number of mobile users,
more and more spatial crowdsourcing applications come into
our daily lives. Food delivery, a specific application of spatial
crowdsourcing, emerged and quickly proliferates in recent years.
However, task selection and scheduling remains a challenging
problem in food delivery. In this paper, we aim to address the
task selection and scheduling problem from a game-theoretic
perspective. Specifically, the riders are allowed to select a set of
tasks as well as the task completion order, by taking account
of their locations, speed, traveling costs and capacities. The
objective of each rider is to maximize his own utility. We
formulate a food delivery game and prove the existence of a
Nash equilibrium. Experimental results show that our scheme
outperforms existing solutions in terms of the social welfare,
average utility, task completion ratio, and fairness. Moreover,
the social welfare attained by our scheme comes close to that of
the centralized optimal solution.

I. INTRODUCTION

Today’s smartphones are equipped with various embedded

sensors, such as accelerometers, GPS, cameras, microphones,

and light sensors [6], [7], [8]. Together with the proliferation

of smartphones, the ever-growing number of mobile users

make the spatial crowdsourcing possible and commonplace

in daily life [5]. Spatial crowdsourcing is a specific type of

crowdsourcing in which tasks are often interrelated to spatial

information, and mobile users must physically move to the

task’s location in order to get the task done.

With the accelerated pace of life, more and more people

want to enjoy their meal by ordering take-away food either in

workplace or at home. Thus a specific type of spatial crowd-

sourcing called food delivery emerged and quickly proliferates

in recent years [11]. Typical food delivery applications work

as follows. The customers order the take-away food in the

platform; the platform collects orders from the customers,

notifies the restaurants, and publishes or assigns food delivery

tasks to riders. A rider, after getting tasks from the platform,

picks up the food at the restaurants and then travels to

customer’s location to deliver the order. The restaurants should

prepare the meals once noticing customers’ orders from the

platform.

A main problem for general spatial crowdsourcing systems

and also the main problem for food delivery systems is how

to decide which workers (riders) are assigned which tasks

given the workers’ locations, capacities, traveling costs, and

traveling speeds. Several researches have focused on this

problem in a more general spatial crowdsourcing setting.

For instance, Kazemi et al. [2] formulate this task selection

problem in spatial crowdsourcing in a centralized model,

where the server positively assigns each task to users using

a matching approach with the objective of maximizing the

number of assigned tasks. Deng et al. [3] proposed a central-

ized task matching and scheduling scheme in general spatial

crowdsourcing in order to maximize the number of completed

tasks, which first matches tasks to users then schedules users

to complete their corresponding tasks in a certain order.

Cheung et al. [4] considered a distributed game theoretical

mechanism in which heterogeneous users distributively select

time-sensitive and location-dependent tasks by their own in

order to maximize his own utility.

However, none of these works are a good fit for food

delivery systems. Food delivery has its own characteristics

as follows. First, food delivery has strict time constraints.

Thus it is a spatial-temporal joint problem, whereas most

spatial crowdsourcing problems mainly focus on the spatial

domain. Second, the task in traditional spatial crowdsourcing

system usually is associated with one location. However in

food delivery, every task has two locations, one for the riders

to pick up tasks and the other for delivering the tasks. What’s

more, a task is associated with a time window. That is, a

task is successfully finished only if the riders pick up the

task after the task start time and deliver it before the task

end time. Besides, to save the travel distance, the riders can

have multiple tasks to be taken together in one ride. All of

the aforementioned complex spatio-temporal constraints make

the task scheduling problem even more difficult. In addition,

in food delivery, one task can only be finished by one rider,

as cooperation among riders to finish one task together is

not applicable in food delivery. This constraint increases the

difficulty of task selection.

The aforementioned task selection and scheduling problem

for food delivery system can be solved using a centralized

algorithm. However, these centralized mechanisms often aim

at maximizing social welfare, thus causing strong users (e.g. a

rider with extremely high speed or infinite capacity) finishing

most of the tasks and weak users getting none. Consequently,
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users with weaker ability will leave the system with a high

probability. Another problem of centralized mechanisms is the

privacy leakage [1]. In order to assign the right tasks to certain

users, the servers must know the users’ locations, which are

the private information. Moreover, in practice, people are often

selfish, they care more about their own utility. However, in the

centralized system users do not have the authorities to choose

tasks and hence will sometimes get sub-optimal benefit.

In this paper, we consider a game-theoretical approach to

model this case in which platform publishes food delivery

tasks and riders with heterogeneous locations, capacities,

traveling costs, and traveling speeds distributively make their

decisions to select tasks to complete. The interactions between

riders are formulated as a task selection and scheduling game,

where each rider aims to maximize his own profit. In addition,

we propose an algorithm using dynamic programming to help

riders to make the decision of task selection and scheduling.

To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to focus

on spatio-temporal task selection and scheduling problem in

food delivery setting with a game theoretical form. The main

contributions are summarized as follows:

• Motivated by food delivery systems, we focus on the

selection and scheduling of spatio-temporal tasks by the

number of riders and formulate it into a game. Riders

here are assumed to have different locations, capacities,

traveling speed and cost. We show the existence of the

Nash equilibrium in our model.

• We propose an algorithm using dynamic programming

to help riders to decide the tasks they should choose and

the path to finish the selected tasks.

• Through extensive simulation studies, we show that our

task selection and scheduling algorithm outperforms ex-

isting solutions with better fairness, while at the same

time achieving the near-optimal social welfare.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a specific spatial crowdsourcing system called

food delivery system. A complete food delivery system con-

sists of four agents and five processes as shown in Figure 1.

First, customers order meals using mobile apps of the platform

(e.g. Deliveroo [10]). Upon receiving the orders, the restaurant

starts to prepare meals. At the meantime, riders can check food

delivery tasks on their smartphones. After selecting tasks by

themselves (or being assigned tasks by the platform), riders

pick up tasks at the restaurant locations and finally deliver

the tasks to the customers’ locations. In this paper, we focus

on solving the task selection and scheduling problem in this

system. By using our scheme, the riders should be able to

select a suitable set of tasks to deliver and decide the sequence

of tasks to finish.

For each food delivery task k, k ∈ K, where K is the task

set containing all the available tasks {1, · · · ,K}, it should

be picked at the start location l+k and be delivered to the end

location l−k . Besides, there are also time constraints on each

task. Task k can only be picked up after its start time ak and

be delivered successfully before its end time bk, where the

Fig. 1. A food delivery system.

start time corresponds to the time when the food is ready for

deliver in the restaurant and the end time is the deadline set

by the customer. Once the task is successfully delivered on

time, the rider can achieve a reward rk, otherwise, the reward

is zero for the rider. For task k, the load is dk which defines

the weight of the food to be delivered.

For each rider n, n ∈ N , where N = {1, · · · , N} is the

rider set, the initial location is wn. The traveling speed of

rider n is vn , which defines the maximum speed the rider

n travels between two locations. The cost the rider n spends

for a distance d is defined as cn = cn0d , where cn0 is the

cost for travelling unit distance. The capacity of rider n is zn,

which defines the maximum weight of all the tasks the rider

is carrying. Each rider is associated with an available task set

Kn ⊆ K, a rider n can choose a subset of tasks K′
n ⊆ Kn

along with a path pn to finish the corresponding tasks, where

the path pn is the sequence to visit the start locations and end

locations of the selected tasks from rider n’s initial location.

We formulate the task selection and scheduling problem as

a on-line game. The tasks and riders arrive randomly along the

time. We divide the whole procedure into multiple rounds. At

the beginning of each round, the platform runs our proposed

scheme to achieve the suitable task selection and scheduling

result, using the current task set K and rider set N as the

input, where task set K contains all the tasks arrived in the

previous rounds which have not been allocated to any rider,

and rider set N contains all active riders at that time. For each

round, one task can only be assigned to one rider and one rider

can claim multiple tasks. The platform randomly generates a

sequence for the riders in each round, and according to the

sequence, the riders will decide their best task set and task

sequence (path) one by one, trying to maximize their own

utility when make the decisions. Therefore, we can formulate

the problem as a non-cooperative sequential game, where each

rider is the player and their strategy space is all possible task

sets and paths.

Although the aforementioned task selection and scheduling

problem can also be solved using a centralized optimization

scheme, game has more superior properties than the central-

ized optimization problem. Firstly, each rider is an individual

who only cares about his own profit, instead of the overall

performance of the system. Therefore, he only has motivation

to maximize his own revenue instead of follow the platforms



task allocation. Besides, the centralized mechanism, which

targets at maximizing social welfare, usually achieves an

unfair result which favors strong users (e.g. a rider with high

speed, high capacity and low cost) but is unfriendly to weak

users. By formulating the problem as a game, we can achieve

more reasonable and fair results. We will analyze the game

in detail in the next section.

III. GAME THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

In this section, we formulate the riders’ task selection and

scheduling problem as a task selection and scheduling game,

in which riders are players, and the goal for each of them

is to achieve his best response (maximize his own utility).

What’s more, we prove the existence of Nash equilibrium

in this game. We also formulate the finding best response

process as a graph and solve it by using dynamic programming

algorithm.

A. Task Selection and Scheduling Game

Before analyzing the task selection and scheduling game,

some basic game theory definitions should be noticed. For

a rider n, the strategy space Sn = (2Kn ,Pn) is all subsets

of his available task set 2Kn along with his available path

set Pn. A rider’s strategy sn = (K′
n, pn) is thus consists

of a subset K′
n of his available task set and a path pn in

his available path set to finish the tasks. A rider n’s best

response s∗n = (K∗n, p∗n) is the best task set K∗n and best

path p∗n that can achieve his maximum utility. The strategy

profile for the game is denoted as s = (sn, s−n), where

s−n = (s1, · · · , sn−1, sn+1, · · · , sN ) is the strategy profile

of all riders except rider n. The utility for a given rider n is

defined as the total payment of completed tasks for rider n
minus the traveling cost occurred along the path when doing

the tasks, which is

Un =
∑

k∈K′
n

rk −
∑

lk,l
′
k
′∈L,k,k′∈K′

n

cn0 · dlk,l′
k
′

where lk, l
′

k′ means the locations (start location or end

location) of task k and k
′
, dlk,l′

k
′

means the distance between

locations lk and l
′

k′ .

Our proposed scheme for task selection and scheduling is

shown in Algorithm 1. The platform first generate a random

sequence on all the N riders, then riders sequentially make

their best responses by selecting their best task sets and task

paths using algorithm 2. Before calculating their best response

strategies, they should first remove the tasks which are already

selected by the previous riders from the available task set,

because one task can only be allocated to one rider.

Definition 1 (Nash equilibrium). A strategy profile s∗ is

a Nash equilibrium (NE) if for any player, he can not be

profitable when he unilaterally deviate from strategy, that is

Un(s
∗
n, s

∗
−n) ≥ Un(sn, s

∗
−n) for any sn.

Theorem 1. Every task selection and scheduling game has a
Nash equilibrium.

Proof: We prove this theorem by contradiction. Suppose

a rider n has a better strategy s
′
n that can get more utility

than using the strategy s∗n, thus will cause the game could not

achieve Nash equilibrium. However, the strategy s∗n is got by

making the best response, and after making the best response

the output is a set of tasks and a path that can maximize a

rider’s utility, which means the strategy s∗n got by making the

best response is the strategy that maximize one’s utility. Thus

there couldn’t exist any strategy which can earn more utility

than s∗n, and thus a contradiction occurs.

Algorithm 1 task selection and scheduling game

1: randomly order the N riders as {1, 2, · · · , N}
2: Initialization: set the initial available task set as the total

task set (K0 = K) and the optimal set to be empty set

(K∗0 = ∅)
3: for each ordered rider n = 1 : N do
4: calculate the available task set (Kn = Kn−1 −K∗n−1)
5: calculate rider n’s best task set K∗n and best path p∗n

using Algorithm 2, aiming at maximizing rider n’s

utility

6: end for

B. Best Response for Each Rider

In the task selection and scheduling game shown in Al-

gorithm 1, one key process is for each rider to calculate

his best response in terms of best task set and task path.

However, these two problems are interconnected with each

other, which can not be separated. Besides, each task consists

of two locations and one time window, and each rider has

his own capacity constraint. Therefore, we can not simply

model the best response problem as a shortest path problem

and solve it using Dijkstra or Bellman-Ford algorithm. To

solve this challenging problem, we proposed to use a dynamic

programming-based algorithm to construct all possible sets

and paths gradually, trying to find the optimal set and path

eventually. To reduce the complexity of the algorithm, we

adopt branch pruning by removing the paths which are not

good or that does not satisfy the constraints during the

path construction, which dramatically reduces the number of

feasible path and overall complexity.

To achieve the best response strategy on task set and task

path, the first thing for rider n is to construct a graph basing

on the location of the tasks and his own initial location.

In the graph Gn = (On,O2
n), the set of vertices On = L+

n ∪
L−n ∪wn is made up with the task start locations L+

n and task

end locations L−n of Kn, and with the rider’s initial location

wn. O2
n is the set of all edges connecting any two vertices (e.g.

for two vertices i and j, the edges are (i, j), (j, i), (i, i), (j, j)).
Each vertex i ∈ On is associated with a weight of goods

di at vertex i, where the load for the task start location di+ is

larger than zero, and the load for the task end location is set

to be di− = −di+ , the load for the rider’s initial location ds is

equal to zero. [ai, bi] is the time window for i ∈ On, the time

window for a task start location [ai+ , bi+ ] should be equal to



the time window for the task end location of the same task

[ai− , bi− ], and we set the start time for the initial location aw
to be zero and the end time for the initial location bw to be

infinite.
Every edge (i, j) ∈ O2

n is associated with a traveling time

tnij , which is related to a rider’s velocity vn and the distance

between i and j, and a traveling cost cnij .
Before the solution algorithm, we eliminate some edges

which don’t satisfy certain constraints of the problem to

reduce the complexity of computation, and thus produce a new

gragh G′
n = (On, En), where En ∈ O2

n is the set of feasible

edges generated after the elimination rules. The elimination

rules are as follows:

1) for i ∈ On, (wn, i
−) and (i−, i+) can be eliminated,

because that a rider must first go to the task start location

to pick up the task then deliver the task at the task end

location.

2) for i ∈ On, (i, i) can be eliminated, the reason is that

one task cannot be picked up or delivered twice. Thus

the path a rider finally get is an elementary path (e.g.

no cycle).

3) for i, j ∈ On, i �= j, if di+ + dj+ > zn, then (i+, j+),
(j+, i+), (i+, j−), (j+, i−), (i−, j−), (j−, i−) can be

eliminated, because a rider can not take the goods whose

weight is more than his capacity.

4) for (i, j) ∈ O2
n, i �= j, if ai + tij > bj , then (i, j) can

be eliminated, because if a rider wants to finish a task,

that task must be picked up and delivered on time.

5) for (i+, i−) ∈ O2
n, if ai + ti+i− > bi, then (all, i+),

(i−, all), (i+, i−) can be eliminated, the reason is

similar as rule no. 4.

Now we solve the problem by using a dynamic program-

ming algorithm on the constructed graph G′
n, as shown in algo-

rithm 2. The algorithm can be divided into several iterations.

In each iteration, we use the paths which go through k − 1
vertices to generate paths with k vertices. The generated paths

must satisfy several constraints. After the path generation,

some paths can be eliminated according to certain criteria.

After the elimination, we temporarily save the paths for the

next round computation and delete the paths in the (k − 1)th

iteration to save space. For the generated paths in which all

picked tasks along that path has been finished, we call them

complete paths and permanently save them to a complete path

set P ′
n ⊆ Pn. Finally, we can find the best path p∗n and

the best task set K∗n. The path generation rules (line 3) and

elimination rules (line 4) will be explained in detail in the

next few paragraphs.
The path generation process is illustrated as follows. First,

some extra attributes of a path is needed to be defined. Every

path p is associated with a tuple (Hp, op, Tp, Up, Lp), where

Hp ⊆ On denotes the set of past vertices that the path has

passed, op denotes the end vertex of path p, Tp is the arrival

time at vertex op, Up is the total utility which equals to the

reward of all finished tasks along path p minus the total

traveling cost on that path, and Lp denotes the load of the

rider at vertex op. Given these attributes, a path p including

k− 1 vertices connects the neighbors of op to generate paths

go through k vertices. Paths while generating must satisfy

following constraints:

• pairing: both start location and end location of the same

task should be visited.

• priority: a task must be picked up before it be delivered.

• time window: a task should only be picked up after its

start time and be delivered before its end time.

• capacity: the load of all picked up tasks for a given rider

can not greater than the capacity of that rider.

• no cycle: a path should be elementary, that is, contains

no cycle in it.

Algorithm 2 task selection and scheduling for rider n ∈ N
1: starting from wn, and set Hp = {wn}, Tp = Up = Lp =

0, op = wn

2: for i = 2 : |On| do
3: using the paths along with the tuples generated in i−

1 iteration to construct paths and tuples which pass i
vertices and satisfy all five constraints (pairing, priority,

time window, capacity, no cycle)

4: eliminate paths according to the dominance and non

post-reachable criteria (Proposition 1 to 3)

5: for each constructed path p, save its tuple

(Hp, op, Tp, Up, Lp)
6: delete the tuples saved in i− 1 iteration after all paths

containing i vertices have been generated

7: while Lp = 0 do
8: save that path p into the complete path set P ′

n , also

save its tuple.

9: end while
10: end for
11: find the path p∗n with maximum utility in P ′

n along with

the task set K∗n

Some elimination criteria are applied to further accelerate

the computational speed. Those criteria are based on the

notion of dominance and non post-reachable path. Different

from the a-priori elimination, the elimination of a tuple here

will cause the elimination of its associated path rather than

just an edge.

Proposition 1. For two tuples (Hp, op, Tp, Up, Lp) and
(Hp′ , op′ , Tp′ , Up′ , Lp′ ), if Hp = Hp′ , op = op′ , Tp ≤ Tp′

, and Up ≥ Up′ , then the tuple (Hp′ , op′ , Tp′ , Up′ , Lp′ ) can
be eliminated.

This proposition implies that for two different paths p , p
′

who arrived at the same vertex op = op′ and passed the same

set of vertices, if the path p arrives at vertex op earlier than

path p
′

, that means any vertex extended from path p
′

can also

be extended from p. What’s more, if the utility Up is larger

than the utility of path p
′

, then we can say that the path p
dominates p

′
, and thus the path p

′
can be eliminated.

Proposition 2. For two tuples (Hp, op, Tp, Up, Lp) and
(Hp′ , op′ , Tp′ , Up′ , Lp′ ), if Hp ⊆ Hp′ , op = op′ , Tp ≤ Tp′



, Up ≥ Up′ , and Lp = Lp′ = 0 , then the tuple
(Hp′ , op′ , Tp′ , Up′ , Lp′ ) can be eliminated.

This proposition is an extension of proposition 3, which

does not require the past vertices of two paths to be the same

but only requires the set of past vertices of p is a subset of

the vertices passed by p
′

. If in addition, the load of the rider

at vertex op is zero for both of the two paths, path p is also

dominates path p
′

. Thus the path p
′

can be eliminated.

Proposition 3. For a tuple (Hp, op, Tp, Up, Lp), if i+ ∈ Hp

and i− /∈ Hp , and op can not be extended to i−, then the
tuple (Hp, op, Tp, Up, Lp) can be eliminated.

This proposition implies that a path p can be eliminated if

it has already passed the task start location however, can not

be extended to its corresponding task end location due to time

window or pairing constraints. We call this kind of path non

post-reachable path.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to eval-

uate the performance of our algorithm compared with the

centralized optimal algorithm and a naive mechanism. We

study the total utility, average utility per rider, task completion

ratio and fairness of these schemes under various parameters.

The main mechanisms implemented in our experiment are as

bellows.

• TSS: our game-based scheme for the task selection and

scheduling problem in food delivery.

• CTA: a centralized task assignment mechanism that can

achieve global optimal social welfare.

• naive mechanism: each rider ranks all the tasks he is

able to do from high to low, according to the utility

it achieves if he only do that task, then he selects all

the tasks he can do following the rank until the task

loads reach his capacity. He then reports his choice (what

tasks to do) to the platform. After getting all riders’ task

reports, the server assigns each task to the rider who

has the highest utility to do it. Finally, the riders who

have been assigned tasks do the assigned tasks from the

nearest to the farthest. A rider must first pick up the task

then deliver it and a task is failed if the rider can not

deliver the task on time.

The dataset we used in our experiment is NYC Citi Bike

Trips from Google Cloud Platform [12], as there is no

published real world food delivery dataset. The NYC Citi

Bike Trips dataset is the largest bike sharing program in US,

with 10000 bikes and 600 stations across Manhattan, Queens,

Brooklyn and Jersey City. We use the start station locations

and end station locations in the dataset to simulate the task

start locations and task end locations respectively, and use the

start times and stop times in the dataset to simulate the task

start times and task end times separately.

The parameters are set as follows without further instruc-

tions. The riders’ initial locations are randomly generated

within the range of area in the dataset, which is 10km×10km

large. The riders’ speeds are uniformly distributed within the

range from 10km/h to 20km/h. The reward for each task rk
is uniformly distributed in range [10, 20]. The traveling cost

for unit distance cn0 is set as a random variable uniformly

distributed within the range [1, 2]. The weight for each task

dk is set to be 1 for simplicity. The capacity of each rider zn
is uniformly distributed in range [1, 10]. The parameters used

in our experiments are summarized in Table 1.

In the simulation, each round is set to be 3 minutes, which

means that the TSS algorithm is run every 3 minutes. The

total run time for each experiment is 1 hour. There are totally

400 tasks generated in each simulation, and the tasks are

continuously generated, which is fit for the real life food

delivery scenarios. If the tasks are not delivered successfully

in three minutes, they can be delivered in the next round until

the deadline is passed. In the beginning of each round, the task

set and path of the rider can be re-calculated, which means that

the riders can dynamically change their path during delivery.

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

parameters values

riders’ initial locations wn distributed in 10km× 10km area
traveling speed vn 10km/h to 20km/h

reward for each task rk 10 to 20
cost index cn0 [1, 2]
capacity zn [1, 10]

A. Total Utility and Rider’s Average Utility

Figure 2 and Figure 3 illustrate the total utility and average

utility against the number of riders. The results show that the

total utility increases with the number of riders increasing.

The reason is that with the number of riders increasing, more

tasks can be selected. However, the average utility decreases

with the increasing number of riders because the competition

between riders becomes severe with more riders in the system.

Due to the high computation complexity of the centralized

algorithm, it can only run in a relatively small scale scenario.

In the rest of the paper, for comparisons with centralized

algorithm, we all run it in a small scale application where the

total duration is half an hour with only 100 tasks generated.

For simplicity, we set all traveling speed to be the same

vn = v = 20km/h, the capacity to be zn = z = 5 , the

unit cost to be cn0 = c0 = 1, and the reward for each task to

be rk = 15. The results in Figure 4 and Figure 5 show that

the total utility and the average utility of our mechanism is

very closed to the centralized algorithm CTA.

B. Task Completion Ratio

We compare the task completion ratio for different algo-

rithms. Figure 6 shows the results of task completion ratio

against the number of riders in general scale, while Figure 7

describes the results in the small scale scenario. Results imply

that the task completion ratio increases with the increasing

number of riders, because tasks can be selected by more

riders. Our mechanism achieves similar task completion ratio
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Fig. 7. The task completion ratio vs.
the number of riders in small scale.
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Fig. 8. The Jain’s fairness index vs.
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Fig. 9. The Jain’s fairness index vs.
the number of riders in small scale.

comparing with CTA mechanism. The task completion ratio

of naive mechanism is low because not all tasks selected by

riders can be finished.

C. Fairness

We use Jain’s fairness index [9] ((
∑

n∈N
Un)

2/(N
∑

n∈N
U2
n))

to examine the fairness of the schemes under various number

of riders. The higher Jain’s fairness index means the utilities

are distributed more equally among riders, thus the system

is more fair. Figure 8 and Figure 9 show that our mechanism

achieves high Jain’s fairness index, because our mechanism is

based on game theory, each of the riders only responsible for

maximizing its own utility without considering the total utility,

thus more unwillingly to sacrifice its own revenue. With the

number of riders increasing, the number of riders who can not

select any task increases, which leads to the decrease of the

Jain’s fairness index.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we study the task selection and scheduling

problem in food delivery system in this paper. We formulate

this problem as an online noncooperation game, and proposed

a dynamic programming-based task selection and scheduling

algorithm for riders to help them to decide the best response

task set and task schedule. It is proved that our scheme

can achieve the Nash Equilibrium in the task selection and

scheduling game. Experimental results show that our scheme

outperforms existing solutions in terms of the social welfare,

average utility, task completion ratio, and fairness. Moreover,

the social welfare attained by our scheme comes close to that

of the centralized optimal solution.
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